INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED STREET NAME SIGN

Jamboree

1/2" WHITE BORDER

ALUMINUM HOUSING

WHITE LETTERING

INTERSTATE BLUE BACKGROUND

3" STANDARD (1.5" MIN) CITY SAIL LOGO

NOTES:

1. BACKGROUND COLOR TO BE INTERSTATE BLUE (MATCH PANTONE 300 C).
2. LETTERING TO BE WHITE, HWY D FONT, AND TO BE CENTERED VERTICALLY. OPTIONALLY, HWY C FONT MAY BE USED TO ACCOMMODATE LONGER STREET NAMES.
3. STANDARD LETTERING SIZE TO BE 9" UPPER CASE/6.75" LOWER CASE.
4. CITY SAIL LOGO TO BE 9" TALL AND 7.25" WIDE.
5. CITY SAIL LOGO TO BE SPACED 3" HORIZONTALLY (STANDARD) FROM THE EDGE OF THE WHITE BORDER. MAY REDUCE TO 1.5" MINIMUM TO ACCOMMODATE LONGER STREET NAMES.
6. CITY SAIL LOGO TO BE GOLD COLORED (RGB EQUIVALENT IS 193,161,131).
7. A 1/2" WHITE BORDER SHALL BE VISIBLE WHEN INSTALLED IN THE ALUMINUM HOUSING.
8. SIGN PANEL SHALL BE MANUFACTURED PER THE SIGN ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS.